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Introduction 
Discovery of fullerenes and carbon nanotubes 

(CNT) has led to prolonged growth of concern to 
search, investigation and application of new carbon 
nanostructures. Mechanical (stiffness and 
strength), thermal and electrical properties of 
CNTs assume great number of fields of their 
nanotechnological applications – electronics, 
batteries, (bio)sensors etc., and also at manufacture 
of high-strength polymeric composites as the 
active modifier. 

However lack of solubility and difficulty with 
manipulation in any solvents impose great 
limitations on CNTs using. Reactions of CNTs 
with various classes of compounds can make their 
more "soluble" for integration in anorganic and 
biological nanodevices. 
 
Results and discussion 

CNTs modifying can be on three directions: (a) 
the covalent addition to carboxyl groups on the 
CNT ends or to the conjugate skeleton of a CNT; 
(b) not covalent adsorption or wrapping; and (c) 
endohedral filling of their inner cavity. 

CNT carboxyl groups transform in acyl 
chloride with after-treatment by compounds 
containing amino- or OH-group. Softer method of 
amino-compounds addition, for example biological 
drugs, is the carbodiimide method. 

Depending on CNTs synthesis method the 
temperature of their fluorination widely varies. For 
example, single-walled nanotubes (SWNT) 
received by method HipCO fluorinate at 150°С, 
and "arc" multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT) in the 
interval 400°С. Thus atomic relation C:F can reach 
2. Annealing or treatment by hydrazine promote 
regeneration of the initial CNT. Fluorine atoms can 
be substituted treatment by organometallic 
compounds, amines or alcohols. 

The hydrogenated CNTs can be received 
reduction by sodium in a liquid ammonia (Birch 
reduction) or treatment by hydrogen plasma. Thus 
there is a corrugation of "surface" and fracture of 
CNT conjugate structure. 

At heat treatment of organic peroxides are 
generated alkil- and aryls-radicals which one are 
capable to join a CNT side wall. Other alternative 
is related to obtaining of CNT "salts", treatment 

lithium-organic compounds, and the subsequent 
reaction, for example with alkyl halides. 

 

 
Scheme of nanotube reactions. 

 
Addition of the dichlorocarbene, synthesised 

from chloroform and NaOH, was the first reaction 
of [2+1] cycloadditions to CNT side wall. Thermal 
or photochemical decomposition of organic 
compounds with azide-group promotes formation 
of nitrenes also resulting in [2+1] cycloaddition 
with a CNT. Analogous [2+1] addition is observed 
for malonic esters. 

1,3-bipolar reaction (Prato) of cycloaddition of 
the substituted α-amino acids and aldehydes with 
formation of pyrrolidine ring used earlier widely in 
chemistry of fullerenes. Reaction from a CNT 
allows to functionalize side walls of nanotubes 
raising both their "solubility" and possibility of 
addition of biological drugs and fluorescent 
markers. 1,3-bipolar cycloaddition also was 
reported for halogenated arylhydrazones of the 
substituted benzaldehydes. 

Reactions of the substituted aryl diazonium 
salts with a CNT promote high-scale of 
functionalization of side walls last. 

Treatment of a CNT by ozone result in to 
formation of the surface ozonides, further 
converted to hydroxyl groups by reaction with 
NaBH4. "Polyhydroxylated" CNTs are received 
also by mechanochemical treatment with KOH. 

Treatment by "cold" plasma functionalization 
of a CNT with addition of amino-groups (NH3 
plasma) or bonding C-F (CF4 plasma) is possible. 
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For amplification of adhesion interaction 
between a CNTs and the polymeric matrix was 
possiblly the covalent addition of polymer chains 
to a surface of nanotubes. One alternative assumes 
application of the modified polymers, for example, 
polysterene with terminal azide-group or a 
polystyryllithium etc. Other alternative consists in 
addition to a CNT of fragments – initiators of 
polymerisation and the subsequent addition of 
monomer. 

Not covalent modifying of a CNT uses most 
often for separation of "bangles" on individual 
nanotubes and increases their "solubility" in 
various mediums. Surfactants, compounds with the 
condensed aromatic rings (for example, pyrenes), 
the conjugate polymers (for example, phenylene-
vinylene derivatives) and biological drugs (DNA, 
RNA, etc.) are for this purpose applied. 

Using capillary properties of nanotubes in the 
internal channel of a MWNT was possiblly the 
introducing of various matters with low melting 
point and with a low surface tension. Further 
investigations on endohedral filling of a SWNT are 
related to production of peapods. Filling was made 
for example, heating up at 500°С in vacuum 10–6 
Torr of a mixture of a SWNT and С60. Further 
heating up at 1200°С from carbons drawing up 
fullerenes forms one more wall of nanotube, that is 
double-walled nanotube is received. 

As well as in a case from a MWNT in single-
walled nanotubes was possiblly obtaining of 
nanowires of such metals as Ag, Au, Pt, Pd and 
others. The introducing in a SWNT of various 
metal halogenides and their eutectics is is possible, 
and also others it is easy volatile compounds. 

Conclusions 
The report includes survey of only small part of 

publications in chemistry of nanotubes which one 
number has crossed for one thousand. And it not a 
limit… 
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